Shared Content Leadership Group

Meeting Minutes, January 11, 2019

Present: Jo Anne Newyear Ramirez (B), Bob Heyer-Gray (D), John Renaud (I), Alison Scott (LA--chair), Jim Dooley (M), Tiffany Moxham (R), Martha Hruska (SD), Sarah McClung (SF), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Kerry Scott (SC), Ivy Anderson (CDL), Becky Imamoto (LAUC), Mihoko Hosoi (CDL)

Announcements, Housekeeping and Calendar Review

- Minutes of the December 14, 2018 meeting were reviewed and approved.
- SCLG’s next opportunity to update the Council of University Librarians (CoUL) is January 18, 2019

Elsevier Negotiation

- Contract expired on December 31, 2018; Elsevier has agreed to allow access to content to continue through January 31, 2019.
- CDL is analyzing normalized usage data.
- Campuses are developing plans for implementation of mediated service via Reprints Desk.

STAR Team

- SCLG received update on team’s current activities, including revision of criteria and questionnaire for reviews, finalizing work plan documentation, and developing webinar for UC library staff about STAR Team activities and ways to participate.

eBook Strategies Team

- eBook Package Report was discussed, with updates on status of recommendations.

Shared Print Strategies Team

- “Operational Guidelines for UC Campus Transfers of WEST Bronze Archives” were discussed.
- SCLG will request quarterly updates from SPST as a standing agenda item.

CDL Licensing Updates

Open Positions at CDL

- Shared Content Service Coordinator – https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61389

CDL Websites – Updated (request CDL password):

- Licensing Status: https://www.cdlib.org/services/collections/licensed/protected/licensing_status.html
CDL Acquisitions (Reminder) – FreshDesk Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Software – CDL Acquisitions implemented FreshDesk to track customer inquiries and CDL Acquisitions’ responses. Please use cdlacq@cdlib.org to contact CDL Acquisitions, instead of individual email addresses.

LICENSES
- Cambridge Books Online, 2019-2021 – CDL negotiated a cost reduction from last year. The license was signed on 1/8/2019. GOBI functionality is expected to be in place in mid/late January.
- Elsevier Journals -- The UC Elsevier Task Force is in negotiation with Elsevier.
- Elsevier eBooks, 2019-2023 – 1-yr renewal at 0% cost increase. The license was signed in late December.
- Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC), 2019-2021 –The license was signed on 1/7/2019. The Portland Press license is in progress.
- Taylor & Francis, 2019-2021 – The license was signed in late December.
- Web of Science and JCR / InCites JHCD, 2019 (Clarivate) –The license was signed in late December. Inspec transitioned to Elsevier Engineering Village as of 1/1/2019.
- Wiley, 2019 –The license for a one-year renewal is in progress, and will be ready once the title list and the financial matters are finalized.

New Launches / Transitions / Renegotiations / Cancellations
- ASM Handbooks (ASM) - ASM rolled out the new ASM digital library platform. CDL will redirect the PID to point to the new platform after finals. More at https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2018/12/19/asm-handbooks-online-transitions-to-a-new-platform/
- BioOne (BioOne) – Launched their new platform on 1/1. More at https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2018/12/19/bioone-complete-moves-to-new-platform/
- Ergonomics Abstracts (Ebsco) – The systemwide subscription will be cancelled effective 1/11/2019.
- Times Digital Archive (Gale) – The interface has been updated. More at https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2018/12/20/the-times-digital-archives-moves-to-gales-new-platform/

Upcoming Platform Transitions and Updates
- Literature Online (LION) (ProQuest) – LION will be transitioning to a new platform in 2019. Overlap access will be available, hard switchover TBD.
- America’s Historical Newspapers (Newsbank) – America’s Historical Newspapers will be updating their platform in January.
- ACM Digital Library (ACM) – ACM will be updating their platform in early 2019.
- Naxos (Naxos) – Naxos will be updating their platform in early 2019.
The Licensing status (request CDL password) page has been updated.